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This report deals with the problem of combining tvo or more concurrent responses which

are induced by dynamic loads acting on nuclear power plant structures. Specifically, the

acceptability of using the square root of the sum of the squares (SRSS) value of peak values

as the combined response is investigated. Emphasis is placed on the establishment of a

simpli ed criterion that is convenient and relatively easy to use by design engineers.
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1. Introduction

Nuclear power-plant structures, piping systems and other components are subjected to many

dynamic loads such as earthquakes, loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA), safe relief valve (SR7),

actuations, etc. The designer must know how to combine the responses to these loads when

more than one occurs concurrently. The basic problem is the determination of the resultant:

peak response. The time of occurrence (phasing) and the amplitudes of these loads are proba-

bilistic in nature. Even if these dynamic loads are postulated to occur concurrently, there

still remains the uncertainty of the phasing or time lag of the responses. One suggestion of

combining the responses of these loads is to use the SRSS. To verify that this method is

appropriate, two approaches are proposed: one is to construct a cumulative density function

(CDF) of the combined responses and second is to use a statistically determined "deviation

ratio" (DVR) vs. nonexceedanre probability (NEP) of the SRSS curve.

In the following sections, a description of the probabilistic model of the problem is

first formulated. Then the method of constructing the CDF curve, the DVR vs. NEP of SRSS

curve and the acceptance criterion of SRSS as the combination results ar« presented. Finally,

conclusions are drawn.

2. Probabilistic Model

The problem of combining two concurrent peak responses can be modeled by assuming that

the first response &, occur at time zero and the second response R» begins seconds later (see

Fig. 1A and IB). The 'line lag T is considered to be a random variable with an appropriate

probability distribution. Since each response waveform (R. , R. or E, + R_) can have either a

positive or negative maximum, it is appropriate to define the maximum salue as the larger of

the absolute value of the positive or negative maximum, i.e.,

Rmax " lar*er ot <l+ R m J ' '" RmaJ> (1>
The study of this problem involves computing the cumulative distribution function CDF cf

the maximum of the combined response, R (see Fig. 1C and ID) based on the random time lag

T. The CDF displays the probability that the value of R is equal to or legs than some

value. Thus the ordinate of the CDF curve is often called the non-exceedance probability, NEP.

A design measure of the combined peak value suggested by some Investigators is the SKSS:

max2 + R2 max2 ( 2 )

A conservative value of the combined peak value is the absolute sum of the maxima. Thus, a

major focus of this paper is to explore the NEP level on the CDF curve of the SRSS combina-

tion value and to formulate a procedure to obtain a safe combination result of concurrent

dynamic responses.

3. Construction of CDF Curve of Concurrent Dynamic Responses

Dynamic responses, such as earthquake (OBE or SSE), LOCA, SRV, etc., may occur concur-

rently. However, the probability of their concurrent occurrence will be studied elsewhere

[1]. This paper deals with the conditional probability of the combined response given that

"component responses occur concurrently. Furthermore, it is assumed that the secondary re-

sponses (LOCA and SRV) are induced by the earthquake. In accordance with this assumption,

the cumulative distribution function can be constructed by the Monte Carlo simulation ap-

proach following these steps:

(a) The commencement of earthquake response is assumed at time zero and the duration is

V
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(b) The time lags T , T . ... of the other responses (sect Fig. 1) are assumed to be

randomly distributed (uniform, normal, triangular, etc.). In the absence of the knowledge of

the distribution, the time lag will be assumed as uniform between o and t .

(c) For each random value of T, the responses are combined algebraically at predeter-

mined time steps At and thus a combined time history is produced.

(d) From the combined response history an absolute maximum value is recorded as a sample

point.

(e) Repeat this procedure n-times to arrived at a sufficient number (n) of sample points.

(f) From this set of sample points a cumulative distribution junction can be drawn, as

shown in Fig. ID. The SRSS combined result can be plotted on the abscissa to locate its NEP

on the ordinate.

4, Deviation Ratio and NEP of SRSS

The deviation ratio of a dynamic response history is defined as the ratio of the stand-

ard deviation, a, of the response values at digitized time steps to the absolute peak value,

R If it is assumed that all responses have zero mean value, a is the square of the n
max
digitized values of each response. Thus the deviation ratio of a response history is given as

^_ - / ? . 2/ V / 2 / «... <3>
max

when, two identical response histories are combined with random time lags the KEP of SRSS ap-

pears to be closely related to the deviation ratio °/^Lmax' This statement is derived from 30

pairs of artifically generated time histories [2],

When real responses with different characteristics (e.g., earthquake and SRV) are com-

bined, the relationship between o/R and NEP of SRSS exhibits greater scatter and thus

modification must be explored.

The first modification is the introduction of weighting factors to the component re-

sponses to arrive at a modified deviation ratio. For two responses R- and R, having deviation

ratios o,/R and c_/R_ , the modified o/R can be expressed as
i. HL i. tin m a x

R " «=• J I » ~ I "1 ' I TS I "•> (4)
max

where A, » \ = — I and A, «» I r — / . This modification was applied to 121 actual responses
\ a»' ^ av'

[2] with the results shown in Fig. 2. A curve was drawn through a lower (safe) bound to de-

fine the relationship between o/R and NEP of SRSS.
max

Further study discovered that the standard deviation o referring to the zero mean does

not Influence the NEP of SRSS as intimately as a modified form of the deviation ratio desig-

nated as n . The modified deviation ratio uses only those response values which are above a

particular threshold value r. The denominator of the deviation ratio uses the average value

of the responses, R • Consequently, the term "threshold deviation ratio", o /R . , was

adopted.

To demonstrate the application for two responses R, and R, with peak values R, and R,
x z xfit 2m

the following values are computed:
R - 1/2 (R, + R, )av xm zm
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SRSS - 2

The threshold values are r. and r, determined from

rl + R2n ' SRSS

R. + r2 - SRSS

then

where £ is taken over the digitized points with positive values of (|R| - r) and n is the

total number of digitized points* The resultant threshold deviation ratio is

The weighting factors B are equal to 1, ̂ -~T

(5)

' 1 ™ 1 or 2).

Based on the above concept, statistically evaluated curves relating a /R^ and NEP of

SRSS were computed for the real responses given In reference 12]. These are shown plotted in

Fig. 3.

5. Criterion for Accepting SRSS as Combination Results '

The SRSS rule of combining some dynamic responses such as earthquake in different direc-

tion or response spectral values of different modes (except mod'; with close frequencies) have

been used by engineers working in the Industry. However, dynamic responses of other less

familiar loads have not been fully verified as to the suitability of using SRSS as a combina-

tion rule. In this later case, the method given in this paper can be used as a tool to assess

the validity of the SRSS rule. The following procedures may be used.

(a) When the response histories are available, a Monte Carlo simulation approach of com-

bining the responses can be carried out. Eased on the random starting time lag of the re-

sponses, the sample points of the combination peaks can be used to plot a CDF curve. In

general, when the SRSS values is located at a NEP level of 84Z or higher, it can be used as

the combination result.

(b) When the loads themselves are determined at a conservative level, the acceptable

NEP level of SRSS may be lower than 84%. This recommendation and that of criterion (d) is

based on concensus among Investigators and engineers who have worked in this area.

(c) In lieu of the Monte Carlo simulation of constructing the CDF curve to locate the

NEP of SRSS, the deviation ratio, o/R , or the threshold deviation ratio o /R of the

responses and the combined one can be computed and thus the NEP of SRSS can be located in

Fig. 2 or Fig. 3. In Fig. 3 the confidence level in terms of mean minus one, two or three

standard deviations are also available.

6. Conclusions

A detailed study of combining concurrent responses has been carried out to evaluate the

exceedance probability of the combination results. In particular, the validity of using SRSS

as the combination results are explored. Simplified design guide utilizing the relationship

between the so-called deviation ratio and HEP of SRSS Is described. These relationships as

plotted in the Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are convenient tools to ascertain the validity of SRSS.
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